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Report of the Trustees
The Trustees (who are also directors of the charity for the purposes of the Companies Act) present
their annual report together with the financial statements of ChildHope (UK) (the charitable company)
for the year ended 31 December 2014. The Trustees confirm that the Annual report and financial
statements of the charitable company comply with the current statutory requirements, the
requirements of the charitable company's governing document, and the provisions of the Statement
of Recommended Practice (SORP) "Accounting and Reporting by Charities" issued in March 2005.
This report gives an account of ChildHope’s progress during 2014, detailing organisational
development and work with each partner in our countries of operation. In line with our 2012-2015
strategic framework, 2014 has given us the opportunity to strengthen a number of key areas: access
to quality education; children and young people’s participation and protection; monitoring and
evaluation/impact assessment; partnership development and learning opportunities.

Summary of ChildHope’s Strategic Framework
ChildHope supports children and young people who face the worst forms of injustice, violence and
abuse, in Africa, Asia and South America. We work closely with local organisations to understand and
tackle the root causes of poverty and injustice, ensuring that the children and young people
themselves have a say in how their lives should change for the better.
ChildHope’s core methodology is its partnership approach, working closely with local partner
organisations which recognise the complexity of children’s lives and who understand the environment
in which they live. They share our commitment to working alongside children to bring about changes
in their lives, striving to collaborate by being as open and honest with each other as possible. We talk
through problems and solutions together, seeking support and funding for their ideas and plans. We
know that development can be a long process and we commit to long-term partnership ‘journeys’.
ChildHope works with street-connected children, girls and boys for whom the street plays a significant
role in their everyday lives – they need it and use it for work and income, friendship, protection or
shelter. Some live and work on the streets all the time, while others move between the streets and
other places, like their family home or wider community. ChildHope supports children who experience
multiple rights deprivations, leaving them in situations of vulnerability and danger. Much of our work
focuses on preventing children resorting to a life on the streets.
ChildHope’s three core principles are participation and inclusion; protection from all forms of
violence and access to quality education. These are areas where we feel we can make a particularly
effective contribution and this is demonstrated in the accounts of our work in this report.
ChildHope’s Vision is a world in which all children enjoy a life free from injustice and abuse. Our
Mission is to support children and young people to tackle the injustices they face. ChildHope’s Core
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Values are informed by a commitment to put children at the centre of everything we do, by being
inspired by children and young people and the people who are working to make their lives better.
ChildHope is reviewing its strategic framework. While we develop a new framework, we will
continue to be guided by the objectives below.

Countries of operation
We currently concentrate our programme partnerships in the following countries:
South Asia
Bangladesh and India*
Africa
Ethiopia, The Gambia, Kenya, Sierra Leone, Tanzania and Uganda
South America
Brazil and Peru
*our partner in India, Butterflies, also has associate partners in Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Kyrgyzstan,
Nepal and Sri Lanka, and are developing work in Ghana and Madagascar.
ChildHope is also exploring potential partnerships in Nepal.

At a glance – the Human Development Index (HDI) rating of ChildHope’s countries of
operation 2014 (out of 187 – 2013 positions in brackets). The HDI is one of the tools that
ChildHope can use to assess the broader development status and progress of our countries
of operation.
79
82
135
142
147

Brazil (85)
Peru (77)
India (136)
Bangladesh (146)
Kenya (145)

159
164
172
173
183

Tanzania (152)
Uganda (161)
The Gambia (165)
Ethiopia (173)
Sierra Leone (177)

Achievements and Performance
ChildHope set the following objectives for 2014, maintaining the strategic direction that had been set
in 2012
1. To benefit growing numbers of children and young people through high quality programmes
focusing on participation and inclusion, protection from violence and access to quality
education
2. To develop stronger monitoring, evaluation and learning systems that enable ChildHope and
our partners to learn from our experiences and demonstrate the impact of our work; and
3. To broaden our sources of funding through the implementation of our funding strategy.
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This report illustrates how ChildHope delivered against these objectives during 2014, how this has
impacted on the children and young people we support and where we need to further develop our
work in 2015 and beyond.

Objective One: Benefit growing numbers of children and young people through high quality
programmes
This is the second year that ChildHope has provided a detailed breakdown of numbers and we are
continuing to develop our systems, to enable us to better analyse the reach and impact of our work.
Table One shows the number of children and young people who have immediate contact with our
partner organisations, as a result of ChildHope’s programme of work during 2014, and broken down
into six ‘areas of change’. We have chosen our six areas of change as a result of analysis of the
outcomes, outputs and indicators used by our partners, aligned to ChildHope’s priorities and themes.
Table Two shows the estimated numbers of children and young people who have immediate contact
with our partner organisations as a result of ChildHope’s programme of work during 2014, and broken
down by region. In our analysis of these totals we took into account the fact that many children access
support in more than one area of change and we took care to avoid double-counting by thorough
analysis of narrative and data reports.

Table One: Children reached in each area of change
Areas of Change
Girls
Changes in children's
participation in decision
making and inclusion
Changes in levels of
protection from violence
and abuse experienced by
children
Changes in context
Changes in children's
health and well-being
Changes in access to
quality education
Changes in livelihoods
options

Africa
Boys

Girls

Asia
Boys

South America
Girls
Boys
Girls

Totals
Boys

2014

2013

595

383

5,596

7,052

2,100

1,025

8,291

8,460

16,751

5,777

47,159
43,654

25,162
23,452

4,175
57

5,460
31

613
0

657
0

51,947
43,711

31,279
23,483

83,226
67,194

77,155
67,106

156

545

9,006

8,465

4

30

9,166

9,040

18,206

20,024

13,504

1,675

1,476

1,555

366

439

15,346

3,669

19,015

20,277

124

132

80

59

40

3

244

194

438

1,347
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Table Two: Children reached by geographical area
TOTALS
Africa
Asia
South America
Total

Girls
Boys
2014
58,438 26,876 85,314
19,878 23,846 43,724
2,385 1,448
3,833
80,701 52,170 132,871

2013
92,646
17,765
3,884
114,295

Table Three: Adults reached in each area of change
Areas of Change
Changes in children's
participation in decision
making and inclusion
Changes in levels of
protection from violence
and abuse experienced by
children
Changes in context
Changes in children's
health and well-being
Changes in access to
quality education
Changes in livelihoods
options

Africa
Women Men

Asia
Women Men

South America
Totals
Women Men
Women Men

114

101

250

250

0

0

364

7,536
534

3,909
336

0
150

0
100

395
185

110
139

6,943

2,677

23,945

366

0

1,537

1,790

0

0

691

399

322

0

2014

2013

351

715

0

7,931
869

4,019
575

11,950
1,444

8,827
9,798

0

30,888

3,043

33,931

12,356

40

34

1,577

1,824

3,401

2,155

227

19

1,240

418

1,658

11,925

Table Four: Adults reached by geographical area
TOTALS
Africa
Asia
South America
Total

Women Men
17,047 8,803
24,425
716
820
466
42,292 9,985

2014
25,850
25,141
1,286
52,277

2013
16,452
18,182
2,839
37,473

Observations
The total number of children reached in 2014, at 132,871 is a further increase on the number reached
in 2013 (114,295). Children’s protection and participation showed the largest increases during 2014,
with other areas remaining similar to 2013 levels.
There was a significant increase in the number of adults reached through our work in 2014, particularly
women in Asia. This is mainly due to the establishment and growth of a programme focusing on
maternal and child health and nutrition in India.
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We continue to work with significantly more girls and women than boys and men. This reflects the
need to address uneven power balances in most of the contexts in which we work, as well as the
greater engagement of women as the main care giver and participant in development initiatives. We
do, however, recognise the need to engage boys and men if we are to achieve sustainable change and
reduce violence and injustice, and boys and men therefore remain a strong focus of our work.
As our work in Africa and Asia continues to grow, we are reaching a comparatively small number of
children and young people in South America. As Brazil and Peru grow economically, it is increasingly
difficult to secure institutional funding for these two countries, and costs of interventions are
comparatively high. In spite of increased wealth, inequality and discrimination means that some
children continue to be denied the right to be full and active citizens. We are considering the scope
and future of ChildHope’s work in South America as part of our strategic review.
While numbers are very useful to enable us to get a snapshot of our reach, we remain conscious that
there is much value in the narrative of case studies and reports. We are also aware that these numbers
currently only reflect the numbers of children reached as partners work towards changes in their lives.
We are yet to develop a system that enables us to systematically tease out detail about impact and
change to the lives of children and young people through our quantitative analysis.

Objective Two: Develop stronger monitoring, evaluation and learning (MEL) systems
During 2014 we continued to make good progress in the development and implementation of our
Impact Assessment Framework. This is a complex process because ChildHope’s approach to
partnership is one which seeks to support the autonomy and growth of partners’ own systems and
programmes, rather than working with ‘implementation partners’ who deliver ChildHope’s agenda.
While we still believe wholeheartedly that this approach is the most effective way to achieve
sustainable development, it makes systematic data collection quite difficult, as we also seek to avoid
imposing a ‘one-size-fits-all’ MEL system on our partners.
During 2014 we have finalised and tested our ‘Partnership Development Journey’, sharing it with
partners and donors for review and implementing it with our partners. It is proving to be a useful
learning and assessment tool, providing the opportunity for in-depth discussions with partners on
essential organisational development and international development issues.
We have integrated our annual partner survey into our Impact Assessment Framework, enabling us
to cross-check data from a number of different sources (Partnership Development Journey, Partner
Survey, numbers of children and adults reached and annual donor monitoring reports).
We are in the process of developing a more user-friendly database enabling us to work with a number
of sources of information using one tool. We are also working on methods to disaggregate our data
further, separating reach and impact, finding ways to analyse and report more effectively on ‘crosscutting’ areas such as children and young people’s participation, and demonstrating how many
children and young people with disabilities are reached, and what support we give to them. During
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our strategic thinking sessions, we have highlighted disability as an area in need of further analysis
and consideration in future planning. As we develop our new strategic framework, we will continue
to pay close attention to our monitoring, evaluation and learning methodologies to ensure that our
MEL systems meet the needs of our strategic direction.

Feedback from Partners about ChildHope’s Support
ChildHope seeks feedback from partners throughout the year in a number of ways (e.g. during
monitoring visits and as part of donor reporting processes), enabling us to reflect on and improve our
practice. We also have an annual partner survey, which can be completed and returned anonymously
if preferred. The survey enables ChildHope and partners to look back on the year and consider what
impact ChildHope has had, and how this may improve in the future. This year we also asked for more
detailed feedback on issues of child protection and safeguarding, so we can tailor our support in this
area more effectively and better understand the challenges partners are facing and the strategies they
use to overcome them.
Partnership development
Partners were asked to consider the main ways that Childhope has supported them during 2014, out
of six areas identified in our Partnership Development Journey and Impact Assessment Framework.
The three most popular areas were
1. Ability to deliver programmes which promote children’s rights to participation, protection and
inclusion
2. Ability to access the resources necessary to sustain the work
3. Ability to apply and share learning, internally and externally
ChildHope has supported CHADET in the development and implementation of policies on child
protection/safeguarding and participation. These have helped CHADET to give significant value and
consideration for the issue of child protection and participation in the course of the development of
project proposals and ensure its implementation across all its programs.
Ethiopia partner
Partners’ recognition of the contribution ChildHope has made in the area of child protection
corresponds with Tables One and Three, which show that the greatest number of children are reached
by our partners in the area of protection from violence and abuse.
The experience gained from developing joint proposals with ChildHope enhanced our expertise in
proposal development and theory of change. Through the Project, we brought to the Majalis to the
fore of policy discussion, making them gain recognition and visibility.
Gambia partner
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Partners reported that ChildHope had contributed to their work in the following areas (top five out of
sixteen options)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The way the organisation captures and uses learning to improve practice
The quality of programme development and design
The way Childhope acts as a ‘critical friend’ in organisational development
Strategic planning; and
Organisational policies

Through participation in the 3 days’ training on Children and Young People’s Participation in Dhaka,
the Grambangla team learnt a lot about theories, practices and tools of participation with a special
focus on children and young people. Based on the learning we have developed an action plan for
Grambangla to promote CYPP during 2015.
Bangladesh partner
ChildHope’s contribution to partners’ work with children and young people
We asked partners how and where ChildHope’s support had had a direct impact on their work with
children and young people. The three main areas identified (out of six, based on the dimensions in
table 1) were
1. Children’s participation in decision-making and inclusion
The workshop on promoting children participation held in Dhaka during 7-9 December 2014 sharpen
our thinking about involving children in the planning exercise.
Bangladesh partner
2. Levels of protection from violence and abuse experienced by children
Through the programmes we have been implementing on reducing violence against children in schools,
we have received important feedback on our interventions which has enabled us to improve our
programming.
Uganda partner
3. Changes in access to quality education
Impact on children’s education included the following reported changes
 New tools, techniques and policies to reduce violence, including corporal punishment in
schools
 Improved tracking of children’s progress
 Improved nutrition and better hygiene; and
 Greater access to books and materials
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General feedback
Features of ChildHope’s partnership approach that were most appreciated during 2014, according to
partner feedback, were ‘constant’, ‘open’ and ‘transparent’ communication and ‘close’, ‘constant’ and
‘useful’ monitoring. Partners cited ChildHope’s consultative and supportive partnership approach as
particularly useful and valued the learning and exchange opportunities that ChildHope had facilitated
during 2014, finding they contributed to ongoing learning and development as well as validating their
own approaches to development through positive peer feedback. Partners also appreciated the
connection to funding opportunities and support with application processes. No partners said that
ChildHope had done anything unhelpful during 2014. One partner said that they would like their
relationship with ChildHope to be closer and stronger.
We appreciate the partnership where you give us a platform to learn from you and you also learn
from us.
Uganda partner
When asked what more ChildHope could do to contribute to our partners’ development, the most
popular response was around making connections to other agencies to share learning and expertise,
followed by support in fundraising (including how to build a reserve) and programme staff
development. Partners also expressed a wish for more input in documentation of programmes and
learning, resource materials on child rights and protection, wider influencing, learning more about the
Children’s Development Khazana (Butterflies’ India children’s banking programme) and children and
young people’s participation.
When asked what areas of learning they would like more support in, partners suggested a broad range
of topics. There was a strong emphasis on child protection in a number of areas – alleviating suffering
in slums, involving boys and men in reducing violence and identifying and addressing traveller sex
abuse. Partners are also keen to learn more about advocacy and lobbying, access to education in urban
settings, urban livelihoods, project and financial management, monitoring and evaluation, risk
assessment/analysis, working with children and young people with disabilities, child-led movements
and children’s participation in governance, communicating achievements, networking, fundraising
and donor scoping, theory of change and integrating legal support.
It is clearly very difficult for ChildHope to provide support in all the areas identified. Further discussion
with partners, connected with development of our strategic priorities, will help to inform us about
which areas we will be able to address most effectively.
Child protection and safeguarding
This year we introduced a section in our partner survey about child protection and safeguarding. We
were aware that, day to day, our partners are dealing with many child protection issues, which are
often complex and stressful. We wanted to understand more about the scope of their work and the
support they felt they received and needed to deal with this difficult area.
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Our survey revealed that some of our partners deal with thousands of child abuse cases each year,
while others reported only one or two (note that partner projects differ considerably from one
another). Reported numbers of physical abuse were higher than sexual abuse, emotional abuse or
neglect and the number of partners reporting on emotional abuse and neglect was lower, perhaps
demonstrating greater confidence in identification and reporting of physical and sexual abuse than
that of emotional abuse and neglect. We will further analyse the findings of this section of our survey
and use them to help us shape our support in this area in the future.
During 2014 ChildHope supported partners in the development of child protection policies and
training to ensure the policies were understood and implemented, also providing opportunities for
partners to exchange learning and expertise between themselves. Partners also cited Childhope’s
support in the development of community child protection structures, proposal writing and securing
funding, making physical spaces safer, campaigning (on child marriage), developing a greater
understanding around juvenile justice and documentation of cases of violence against children.
ChildHope supported the review of our Child Protection Policies and Procedures. This was the single
most important step in ensuring the protection and safeguarding of children and staff we work with.
Uganda partner
Partners would like further support in a range of areas
 Sexual exploitation of girls (including social norms around sexual exploitation)
 Child marriage
 Gender based violence
 Protection from travelling sex offenders
 Supporting local partners (e.g. government) to accept child protection policies
 Monitoring policy implementation
 Alternatives to hazardous livelihoods
 Community based rehabilitation
 Trauma counselling
 Child health
We will discuss these requests further with our partners and prioritise areas of support in the coming
year.
Response to the 2013 partner feedback
In 2012 and 2013 partners requested more South-South learning opportunities. Following a successful
Africa-based conference in 2013, ChildHope was able to organise a workshop in Bangkok, bringing
together Asia partners in 2014. We also facilitated a number of smaller, localised exchanges,
particularly focusing on child protection and children’s participation, promoting the use of the Children
and Young People’s Participation (CYPP) Training Workshop Guide and encouraging partners to
maintain remote communications outside of the more formal workshop settings. The increased level
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of support that ChildHope has offered to partners in the areas of child protection and children’s
participation over the past two years has been reflected in the positive feedback we’ve received from
our partners in the survey.
ChildHope supported Street Child to develop/review its Child Protection Policy. This has enabled us to
better support children, making sure they participate in every stage of programme development and
implementation. We now have an organisation whereby everyone knows about the child protection
policy, reads, understands and commits to upholding it. This has ensured that children are better
protected than before.
Sierra Leone partner

Partners’ Achievements in 2014
ChildHope aims for all partnership work to be carried out in ways that strengthen the capacity of local
organisations to improve the lives of girls and boys, their families and the communities they live in.
The accounts of our partners’ achievements below aim to give a flavour of the changes our partners
are making, that ChildHope has contributed to during 2014.
Please note: the names of children in this report have been changed. Children have given their informed consent for the
use of their names and stories.

Africa
The African countries in which we work remain some of the poorest in the world, countries which are
a major focus of international attention. The children reached by our partners in Africa often face
severe poverty, violence and injustice which, in many cases, forces them to leave their homes in search
of a ‘better life.’ Invariably, they end up in a situation of danger and exploitation, which they need
support to escape from and turn their lives around, While many of the countries have passed
Children’s Acts to protect children, their implementation remains limited, which can result in ongoing
and unchecked violence in schools, communities, homes and work places. Sexual exploitation comes
in the form of child marriage, commercial sexual exploitation and abuse, exposing children and young
people to sexually transmitted diseases, including HIV, and denying them their sexual and
reproductive health rights. ChildHope is working with our partners in Africa to help make children’s
lives safer, increase access to quality education, support children to stay and thrive in safer schools
and educational institutions, improve livelihoods and challenge the violence and injustice children face
at family, community and societal levels.

Ongoing funded programmes in Africa
In Ethiopia, ChildHope and the Organisation for Child Transformation and Development (CHADET)
have been partners for over ten years. A Comic Relief Strategic Grant helped to strengthen CHADET’S
core systems and processes, creating a strong base to take on significant pieces of programme work.
Indicating the success of this approach, early in 2013 CHADET and ChildHope secured a major grant as
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part of DFID’s girls Education Challenge Fund (Step Change) Programme. The grant, now extended to
run to March 2017, aims to enable 16,442 of Ethiopia’s most marginalised girls, those experiencing or
at risk of early marriage, domestic labour, migration and street-involvement, to enrol in, stay in and
thrive and succeed in education. The grant is part of a major UK aid-funded programme.
Major learning points so far
include: appreciating the value
of grounding major projects in a
strong understanding of the
situation on the ground. Our
baseline survey showed a
shocking number of girls juggling
high numbers of hours of
domestic labour, up to eight
hours every day for many, with
school attendance. Early on in
the project we also realised how
important it is not to make
assumptions that enrolment and
attendance in school will
necessarily result in better
grades and how vital it is to work
with school communities to improve learning environments and teaching methodologies if girls are
going to stay and thrive in school. So far 10,678 girls have received additional numeracy and language
tutorials through the project.
Implementing such a large project, with rigorous monitoring and evaluation, due diligence and
accountability frameworks, has presented challenges and learning opportunities to both ChildHope
and CHADET. It has prompted review of elements of the core infrastructure in both organisations,
including financial management, information management and communications.
During 2014, ChildHope completed a project with Street Child of Sierra Leone (SCoSL), reaching streetconnected girls and boys in the towns of Makeni and Bo. During 2014, 120 girls and 33 babies were
reunified with families and the girls returned to school. Babies of girl-mothers remained healthy and
developed closer bonds with their mothers. 120 boys were reunified with their families. The boys
and girls in the programme returned to education or completed vocational training and the
programme demonstrated a high success rate in terms of course/educational completion and
achievement. The development of community Child Welfare Committees has resulted in children
feeling safer and more empowered to challenge and report abuse. Parents receiving livelihoods
support have been able to pay school fees with the additional income generated through new business
or employment. There is increased awareness of child participation in schools as teachers have been
sensitised on child centred teaching techniques and child friendly environments in schools.
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Sustainable Livelihoods for Young Mothers in Sierra Leone
“If HANCI* was not helping me by
looking after my baby while I was
attending catering school, I would not
have been able to stay in the project
because there was no one in my family
who could assist me with my baby while
I am at school. HANCI paid for my
training; looked after my baby while I
was in school and they gave me a kit to
start working. Now I have completed
the training and I have a stable job as a
caterer.”
*HANCI is now called Street Child of Sierra
Leone (SCoSL)

Sierra Leone suffered a massive blow from the Ebola crisis in 2014, which will continue to have a
negative impact on the lives of many children, and the country’s overall development, for years to
come. ChildHope and SCoSL were able to secure a grant from Comic Relief to support children
orphaned and affected by Ebola, towards the end of 2014, aiming to directly reach 600 children. This
provided essential resources for basic needs like clothes and new mattresses (which are usually
burned in Ebola-affected households to stop further infection), alongside protection, counselling and
support. The project reached children in dangerously risky situations having lost one or both parents
and living with the stigma of being affected by Ebola, resulting in many cases of abandonment by
communities and extended family.
During 2014 we further developed a new partnership in Kenema, Sierra Leone, with Future Focus
Foundation (FFF), and were delighted to secure a grant from JOAC to enable us to develop locally-led
work in some of the most under-resourced rural areas in Kenema, with a strong community
participation approach to identification and implementation of the programme activities. Although
completion of the work has been affected by the Ebola crisis, FFF made excellent progress in building
a three-class school with toilets, as well as establishing adult literacy classes, group savings schemes,
child welfare committees and training and support in gender empowerment.
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A New Future for Families in Sierra Leone
“Future Focus Foundation really know how to work with people. The GALS* tools that have been
introduced to my household are like magic or a miracle. Before this time, thinking that I am a man
and the head of the family I did the planning alone without even consulting my wife. When I first
started using the GALS method, I thought it was only a waste of time. Now I have realised that
planning as a family, involving my wife, children and other members of the household motivates
each member to play their own role in contributing towards the success of the plans we have
made together. It even makes things easier for me now than it used to be when I did it alone”.
*GALS is the Gender Action Learning System
In Uganda, ChildHope’s four year programme with the African Network for Prevention and
Protection Against Child Abuse and Neglect (ANPPCAN), delivering a project focusing on reducing
violence in schools, drew to a close in 2014. The project has been highly successful in making the 50
target schools safer places for the pupils to learn, with the implementation of policy and practice to
reduce corporal punishment and other forms of violence and exploitation.
Children benefiting from the project are increasingly confident to report and challenge the violence
they face, and schools and other institutions are more responsive to these reports. Action is being
taken at local level to make schools and communities safer. The project has also supported civil society
organisations to successfully put pressure on the government to review the Children’s Act Bill. Work
with media has increased the publishing of print media articles, TV and radio shows on issues of
violence against children and media professionals are reporting abuse in an increasingly sensitive
manner, taking into account issues such as confidentiality. Successful work with all 50 schools in the
programme means that 67,268 children have been directly reached through this programme.
ANPPCAN is confident that many of the initiatives developed during the project will have a long lasting
impact because schools and others involved have demonstrated a commitment to continue employing
the activities and practices the project initiated. ANPPCAN is now keen to build on the learning from
the schools project, taking it into their work in the community.
Partner-to-partner learning
One of the ANPPCAN programme’s biggest success stories has been the use of ‘letter link boxes’
to encourage children to raise concerns about violence and abuse in a safe environment. In 2014,
the ANPPCAN team took their methodology and learning to CHADET in Ethiopia. Letter link boxes
are now a major feature in the Girls’ Education Challenge Fund project’s safeguarding approach,
giving girls in school a voice and support when they need it.
Also in Uganda, a grant from the Big Lottery Fund enabled us to develop a new piece of work with the
Uganda Reproductive Health Bureau (UHRB) at the end of 2013.
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The project is addressing the issues faced by commercially sexually exploited girls on Uganda’s main
transport route in the East of the country. A neglected group, the girls themselves have inputted many
strong ideas about how sexual exploitation can be tackled and how they can move away from a
reliance on commercial sex to make ends meet. The project has a strong focus on working with adults,
who should be protecting the girls but are often the perpetrators of violence and abuse against them,
or treat them badly when they try and access essential services.
Escaping Sexual Exploitation in Uganda

Lucy loved school but her family struggled to pay her fees. When her father passed away, Lucy
recounts that her life ‘became even more difficult’, and she dropped out of school completely. In
2011 she ran away from home and went to a town where she met some other girls of similar
age, renting a single room for themselves. As a means of survival, all the girls were forced to
have sex with men for very little money. They were often abused by the men but couldn’t see a
way out.
Lucy’s family were very concerned about her, and searched for her many times, but as she
moved around a lot looking for customers, they had no luck.
After over two years away from home, in December 2013, Lucy heard other girls talking about
URHB, and a programme working with young girls. Wanting to escape her situation, Lucy
decided to talk with one of URHB’s social workers.
With support from URHB, Lucy has now withdrawn from sex work and is back with her family.
Her mother and grandfather are so happy that she has returned, and that she is being supported
by URHB and ChildHope to complete a hairdressing course. Her grandfather has noticed a great
improvement in Lucy and is extremely grateful for the support that has been provided to their
family. Lucy is very keen to have an alternative solution to earn her own money so she can help
to support the rest of her family.
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In Tanzania, we continued to work with partner, Mkombozi, on a project enabling Mkombozi to
continue its shorter term residential work with street-connected boys, while looking closely at the
potential to expand work with girls, and to consider the most effective livelihoods options to employ
in support of street-connected girls and boys. In 2014, 607 street-connected children accessed
Mkombozi’s services. 84 children who had been reunified with their parents remained with them
after a year and expressed satisfaction with their situation, and 235 at risk children in schools reported
improvements in class delivery and could identify areas of learning, helping them to improve their
performance and enjoy school more.
In The Gambia, funding from the Jersey Overseas Aid Commission (JOAC), which ended in early 2014,
enabled us to pilot and research a piece of work with children living and studying in Majalis (traditional
Islamic schools) with partners Child Protection Agency (CPA) and Institute for Social Reform and Action
(ISRA.) The children attending the schools are mostly from poorer backgrounds, the schools are
under-resourced and parents have little involvement in their children’s education and well-being
during the time they attend school. The grant enabled us to better understand the context the
children are living and learning in and explore potential for positive change with the Marabouts, who
run the schools, government, parents and other leaders. We have also been able to pilot some
initiatives focusing on improving child protection, awareness and rights, children’s participation in
decision-making, livelihoods and education approaches in the twelve Majalis. We have now applied
for a larger grant to continue the work, and the Government of The Gambia has pledged financial
support.
In Kenya, we secured three grants (through ICAP Charity Day, from Comic Relief and from JOAC) to
support our work in 2014 with long standing partner, Pendekezo Letu (PKL). These grants enabled PKL
to continue their successful rehabilitation work with street-connected girls, their families and
communities, and allowed them to build a much needed dormitory extension at PKL’s rehabilitation
centre. We are currently seeking a longer-term grant to enable PKL to build on their work in the
rehabilitation centre, further extend into working with the communities the girls come from, and
continue their vital work with children and young people in conflict with the law, who are so often
forgotten by the rest of society.
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New developments in Africa
Towards the end of 2014, we were delighted to secure the following grants to enable further
development of our work with partners in Africa.
A grant from the UN Girls’ Education Initiative is
enabling Pendekezo Letu in Kenya to further explore
their rehabilitation work with girls from Kenya’s
slums. In partnership with the University of Brighton
and the Overseas Development Institute, this
participatory research will enable PKL to find out
from the girls they’ve worked with what caused them
to drop to the streets in the first place, which
strategies have been most successful, where the
major challenges have been and how practice may be
improved. PKL staff and a group of young people will
be trained as participatory researchers as part of the
study.
Towards the end of 2014 we received the news that a funding application to Comic Relief, for a new
project with Street Child of Sierra Leone, had been successful. The grant will enable ChildHope to
work with SCoSL and local partners Codwela and Future for Children to work with 1,710 streetconnected children in Freetown and 1,764 parents. Many of the children survive by working on
rubbish dumps, in filthy, dangerous conditions, collecting bottles or scrap metal. These children work,
exposed to physical and psychological harm and abuse, and do not go to school, restricting future
opportunities and perpetuating the cycle of poverty. To stop the cycle that forces children and families
to survive in these hazardous conditions, change must involve addressing family poverty through
improved livelihoods, support for children and young people’s education and advocacy with the
government and community leaders to protect rights of street-connected children.

Asia
While India and Bangladesh continue to enjoy impressive economic growth, high numbers of children
and women, in particular, continue to live in situations of extreme poverty, inequality and risk of
violence and exploitation. ChildHope is working with partners in India and Bangladesh who support
street-connected children, working children and mothers living in the poorest areas, at greatest risk
of violence and exploitation. The partners are challenging governments to commit spending and
develop and implement policies to address the issues facing the most marginalised members of
society, while working with people to meet their immediate needs and create sustainable change in
their lives, strengthening their voices to demand change for themselves.
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Ongoing programmes in Asia
In India, Butterflies is the recipient of a five year Comic Relief Investment Grant, completing year three
of the grant in 2014. The grant enables Butterflies to strengthen core organisational processes and
systems as well as further develop key programme areas, enabling Butterflies to work directly with
over 5,075 children in 2014, as well as supporting partners across Asia to work with a further 12,648
children through the Children’s Development Khazana (bank) programme.
Butterflies has continued to focus on increasing the participation of girls in their programme and this
has included girls’ enrolment in the highly successful Butterflies’ school of culinary and catering for
the first time in 2014. Girls have also been engaged through play and sport, which has enabled
Butterflies to do further work with them to provide additional support to improve academic
achievement and life skills. The grant has also enabled Butterflies to strengthen their influence at a
higher level in a range of areas – juvenile justice and child rights, sports for development, child
protection, violence against children, children’s participation and addressing the needs of out of
school children through mobile school interventions.
Challenging multiple deprivation – Reena’s story
Reena was only two years old when she contracted a minor eye injury, and due to lack of medical
treatment and the inability of her parents to access help, she completely lost her eyesight. Her
family was living on the street in Delhi, in very poor conditions. Reena was seen as a burden,
discriminated against and made to beg on the streets.
A glimmer of hope emerged when in 2010 Reena met Butterflies and started to access recreational
and cultural activities. Butterflies realized that Reena needed special attention and put a huge
effort to provide a better and safer life for her.
To access the right services Reena needed a birth certificate and other essential documentation.
Butterflies staff were quite shocked by the barriers they faced. As part of a ‘street family’, and a
Muslim, it seemed impossible for Reena to get the crucial disability certificate that would open
doors to services and a better life.
Butterflies also needed to work with Reena’s parents to convince them about how much better
her life could be if she could access essential services – it was vital that they were fully involved in
the process of getting Reena away from begging and into school. They visited the National
Association for the Blind (NAB) facility and, in the words of Butterflies, Reena’s father realized that
Reena’s hand could not only be opened for begging but maybe in future her hand can earn money
with full dignity and give all happiness if she gets the opportunity to complete her education from
NAB.
Reena’s participation in Butterflies’ activities had really built her confidence and this was clear
during her interview at NAB, who finally agreed to enrol her as a special case. The struggle to get
her disability certificate is still continuing.
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Butterflies has also strengthened core areas of monitoring, evaluation and learning (MEL), fundraising
and communications, as well as strengthening the support that they give to their own associate
partners during 2014. ChildHope is working with Butterflies to improve their ability to raise funds
from a wider variety of sources, given the changing aid environment and reduced funding to India by
many UK donors.
Also in India, we completed year two of a programme with The Concerned for Working Children (CWC)
during 2014, focusing on educational support to 214 of the most marginalised and deprived street and
working children from the rural and urban areas of Karnataka State. The project offers an integrated
education model that recognises the importance of high quality academic output, vocational skills,
health and nutrition and empowerment, in order to prepare the children and give them the confidence
to make the most if what they have learnt as they become responsible adults. The programme is also
influencing adults, raising awareness of the value of CWC’s approach and encouraging education
providers and decision makers to adopt the successful methodologies in their curricula. ChildHope
and CWC are also working on a sustainability plan, to increase and diversify funding from a range of
sources, and are exploring ways we can join forces to promote children’s participation to wider
audiences.
Our third programme in India is with long-standing
ChildHope Partner Children in Need Institute (CINI) focusing
on maternal health and the crucial first thousand days of a
child’s life, in some of the poorest urban and rural settings
in West Bengal. A crucial part of the approach being take is
the recruitment of 650 adolescent girls, who act as ‘change
agents’, to sensitise women about their rights entitlement
and encourage them to adopt healthy behaviours.
Mothers are being encourage to give birth in approved safe
institutions, take up financial and other support
mechanisms that are available and introduce healthier
eating for themselves and their babies. Malnourished
babies and children are being referred and given support to
gain weight and their mothers are being educated in
healthy eating practices.
In 2014 the project benefited 23,945 women, 9,860 girls, 11,118 boys and 366 men. The programme
is being funded by DFID’s Global Poverty Action Fund and is also part of a wider piece of research
looking into the most effective ways to gain beneficiary feedback, particularly from people who are
considered ‘hard to reach’.
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In Bangladesh during 2014 we continued to support
Grambangla Unnyan Committee, with remaining
funds raised in 2013 by law firm Morrison & Foerster.
The funding enabled our partner to strengthen their
core team while supporting children and mothers
working on the dumpsite in Dhaka to access day care,
education and primary health care. Parents also
formed an organisation whose collective action will
enable them to recognise and demand their rights to
essential services, develop projects and get better
rates for the waste products they collect.

Also in Bangladesh and with a grant from
TRAID we established a two-year programme
to support our work with Nagorik Uddyog,
who are developing educational and child
rights programmes with the children of
garment industry workers in Dhaka. With
little ‘family time’, children can lose their
childhoods from a very young age and
become involved in ‘adult activities’ that can
seriously damage their mental and physical
health and well-being.
Photograph taken by TRAID

Changing lives through education and counselling in Dhaka
Azhar moved to Dhaka with his parents when he was six years old. With both parents working long
hours, Azhar started coming to the drop in centre. In the beginning he was restless, had no interest
in learning and often got into fights with other children in the centre. One day while the class was
going on, he said, ‘It’s better to go outside and smoke rather than sitting in the classes’. He had a
number of individual sessions with the centre counsellor. The counsellor tried to find out more
about his smoking habits, and what influenced him to smoke. According to Azhar, some of his
older friends in his neighbourhood brought him cigarettes and influenced him to smoke, which he
later started enjoying. He had personal counselling sessions to quit smoking and become a regular
attendee in the centre. After a lot of motivation and counselling, Azhar is now a regular, has quit
smoking and also inspires other friends in his neighbourhood to come to the centre.
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New developments in Asia
Towards the end of 2014 we secured funding from the Jersey Overseas
Aid Commission to further develop our work with Grambangla Unnyan
Committee on the Matuail Dumpsite, providing safer and more
stimulating education and day care for the children at the site, and
improved primary health care for children and mothers.
We are currently awaiting the outcome of a bid to the Big Lottery Fund
for a joint piece of work with our three Bangladesh partners – Gram
Bangla Unnyan, Nagorik Uddyog and Nari Maitree. If successful, the
project will enable children, adolescents and adult (mainly female) waste
pickers working on Dhaka’s main dumpsite to gain education, improved
health and alternative employment and livelihoods options. A wider
group will also become more aware of the rights of people working on
dumpsites and will access opportunities to influence change.
Photograph taken by TRAID

South America
As with Asia, many countries in South America have experienced significant growth in recent years.
However, many children, particularly those in rural communities, indigenous people and Afrodescendants experience lives characterised by violence, poverty and inequality. Our work in Peru and
Brazil tackles child labour, sexual exploitation, violence and gender inequalities, challenging
governments to address the growing inequality their nations are facing and fulfil their obligations to
secure the development of all citizens including the poorest and most marginalised children.
In Brazil, we are working to tackle sexual exploitation in some of Rio’s most marginalised communities,
through a project funded by DFID’s Civil Society Challenge Fund. Through workshops and youth-led
community campaigns the project encourages participation, educates on rights and raises visibility
about the issue of sexual exploitation and violence. The message is generated beyond the young
people, to reach parents, service providers, the wider community and decision-makers, aiming to
strengthen the systems and services that are designed to support and protect children and young
people. During 2014, our partnership with Projeto Legal came to an end and the final components of
the project, which will end in March 2015 are being implemented by our partner, Promundo, who will
take forward final research, learning and dissemination of key project messages.
Also in Brazil and with partner Promundo, ChildHope is supporting a Comic Relief funded project
aiming to promote resilience, life skills and educational achievement through the medium of sport.
Young people actively participate in project decision-making and measures are taken to promote the
involvement in activities of young mothers, providing care for their babies during the programme. The
project is actively challenging gender based violence and promoting improved interpersonal
relationships and improved knowledge and uptake of reproductive health services among young
people.
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In Peru, our project aiming to eliminate the worst forms of child labour and improve education, funded
by Comic Relief, the Vitol Charitable Foundation and the Maurice and Hilda Laing Charitable Trust,
ended during 2014. Delivered by partners Proceso Social (Lima), Calandria (San Martin) and Amhauta
(Cusco), the project was able to demonstrate significant improvements in grades amongst
participating children, and a reduction in their working hours, as well as improving parents’ livelihoods
and changing attitudes to their children’s schooling. Partners also successfully engaged decisionmakers to invest in tackling child labour and gaining extensive media coverage on TV, radio and other
media.
During the final 18 months of the project, ChildHope worked with partners to develop diverse funding
and communication strategies which would allow them to independently access sustainable funding
from within Peru and Latin America, as it becomes increasingly difficult to source funding for projects
in Peru from the UK.
A whole family approach to accessing education in Peru
Miguel was 10 years old when Amhauta first met him. He was working in a local market carrying
crates and sacks, a job normally reserved for adults as the loads are so heavy. He didn’t even
earn a wage but worked for tips which could be as low as 20 centavos a day. Although very
young, Miguel felt very responsible for his family and felt he had to help them so he worked 7
days a week for at least 2 or 3 hours a day.
Engaging Miguel in the after school clubs was easy – he is a bright boy and eager to learn.
However, getting him to leave behind work and focus on his education required the support and
understanding of his parents. Over the past year, Amhauta has worked with Miguel’s Mum to
help her see the importance of education for her children. They have also provided her with
micro-credits so that she can start her own business and no longer depend on her son’s earning.
In just over a year, the transformation has been incredible. Miguel has given up work completely
and instead dedicates his afternoons to doing his homework and spending time with his friends
in the after school clubs. His Mum has set up small businesses rearing and selling animals to
supplement her income. She now says that she will never allow her children to work again.
Miguel has great ambitions for the future – he wants to be an electrical engineer and, after
seeing his dedication and ability, no-one doubts that he will achieve this.
Also in Peru, ChildHope has continued to work with partner CESIP who have contributed to our
workshops on sustainable funding and monitoring and evaluation systems. CESIP are a national
organization who have a long history of successful interventions with some of the most vulnerable
and marginalised children in Peru. In recognition of the value of their work, ChildHope supported
CESIP to apply for a Stars Foundation prestigious Impact Awards and we were delighted when CESIP
were an awardee under the category of “Protection” in 2014.
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New Developments in South America
Towards the end of 2014, we secured a
grant from the Big Lottery Fund to improve
education and address the severe
inequalities experienced by indigenous
children and their families in the remote
rural schools in the region of Cusco. The
Vitol Charitable Foundation is also
continuing to support Amhauta’s work in
this area. The new project will work to
improve
inter-cultural
teaching
approaches in order to improve the
academic achievement of Quechuan
children, while working with parents to
promote positive approaches to education and offer alternative livelihoods options that enable
parents to pay the costs associated with sending their children to school. The project will also promote
grass roots advocacy by community leaders with local decision makers and policy makers, aiming to
ensure that the education provision in Peru is fairer for all.

Promoting multi-country learning and knowledge sharing
ChildHope recognises and values the expertise that lies within and amongst our partners. Many are
leaders in the field of child rights with years of experience delivering grass roots support that enables
children and young people to recognise and realise those rights. We therefore aim to maximise
opportunities for partners to share knowledge and learning as widely as possible.
During 2014 we brought together, in Bangkok, a number of partners from the Asia region to share
experiences, expertise and learning in the areas of children’s participation and protection,
communications, and monitoring, evaluation and learning, with a particular focus on impact
assessment. We were able to share the outcomes of a similar workshop held in Kampala in 2013.
We also took the opportunity to discuss the evolving aid environment and resulting changes in
expectations placed upon all of our organisations, as well as consider how local, national and
international politics can influence our work. The workshop was particularly enriched by the support
of Friends International in Bangkok, who offered us their perspective on tackling child abuse and
exploitation in Thailand.
During 2014 we have also promoted learning on a one-to-one basis between different partners – for
example, ANPPCAN (Uganda) have been working with CHADET (Ethiopia) to look at how letter-link
boxes have helped to reduce violence and increase confidence among children in schools. Mkombozi
(Tanzania)’s Children’s Programme Co-ordinator was able to give invaluable remote advice to CHADET
on the use of temporary shelters. Butterflies (India) visited Mkombozi (Tanzania) to share
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methodologies and explore the possibility of the Children’s Development Khazana being implemented
in Tanzania.
We worked with the University of Brighton to secure opportunities to work in partnership with
academia to broaden the reach of learning from our programmes to different sectors and audiences.
We have secured funding from the UN Girls Education Initiative to understand more about the lives
of street-connected girls in Nairobi and what strategies work to change their lives for the better.
Working with partner Pendekezo Letu in Kenya, and using participatory research methodologies, the
University of Brighton and Overseas Development Institute are supporting us to look at reasons for
becoming street-connected, social protection mechanisms available and the impact and success, or
otherwise, of interventions to support these girls. The final report will document key messages,
lessons learned and recommendations of how to work with street-connected girls. The partnership is
a great first step and we hope that further initiatives like this will follow.
ChildHope strongly believes in the importance of creating opportunities for expertise to be shared
more widely. We are exploring ways to facilitate increased Southern-led learning and, during 2014,
researched ways that ChildHope could initiate a training consultancy programme. This piece of work
is still in development.

Objective Three: Broaden our sources of funding through the implementation of our
funding strategy
In 2014 our overall income was £2,400,977. We have seen an increase in our funding from
DFID/UKAID and the Big Lottery Fund during 2014, resulting in a lower proportion of funding received
from Comic Relief and demonstrating a broader source of funding than in previous years, in line with
our strategy. We also received a very generous grant from the ICAP charity day for our work in Kenya,
and grants from Jersey Overseas Aid Commission (JOAC) for work in Sierra Leone and Kenya, a grant
from TRAID for Bangladesh and further support from law firm Morrison & Foerster, again for work in
Bangladesh.

Source of Income

Individuals
£156,732
7%

Trusts, foundations
and companies
£64,748
3%

Income for capacity
development and
management of projects
£384,717
16%

Other income
£53,027
2%

Institutional donors
£1,738,602
72%
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Finding new and increased sources of unrestricted funding remains a priority and a challenge. In 2014
our unrestricted income was £221,480 (not including Gifts in Kind), which was similar to the amount
raised in 2013. Reflecting on the year and our needs, we have made some changes to the configuration
of our fundraising team and are currently looking to recruit a Corporate Partnerships Fundraising
Manager to focus specifically on building relationships and securing funding from companies and
other corporate bodies. Our aim is to increase our unrestricted funding to 20% (from just under 10%
currently). This has been our aim since 2012 and we have unfortunately made limited progress in this
area. We are, however, keeping it as a goal as we recognise the importance of unrestricted funding,
and will continue to explore different ways to achieve it.

Expenditure
Costs of generating income
£205,104
9%

Governance
£24,911
1%

Grants to Africa
£1,117,615
47%

Capacity development of
local organisations
£605,477
25%

Grants to South
America
£161,007
7%

Grants to Asia
£265,981
11%
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Sources of Unrestricted Income
£77,311

Unrestricted Income

£80,000
£70,000
£60,000
£50,000

£42,492

£40,000
£30,000
£20,000

£29,772
£18,988

£22,256

£18,943
£11,189

£10,000

£530

£0

How our supporters have helped us to raise these funds…
Individual and regular giving: This remains a significant part of ChildHope’s unrestricted income and
we raised £96,254 through regular donations, one-off donations and payroll giving, a little lower than
2013. This is an invaluable source of income and many people have been regular donors for years –
we are hugely grateful for all donations, large and small, which combined made a fantastic
contribution to our work in 2014.
Trusts and Foundations: We were delighted to see a significant increase in funding raised through
Trusts and Foundations in 2014, totalling £42,492 (£24,891 in 2013). The following Trusts and
Foundations generously supported ChildHope in 2014
Navchetna BV Charitable Trust
Souter Charitable Trust
Stella Symons Charitable Trust
Sterry Family Foundation
Sydney Black Charitable Trust
The Ardwick Trust
The Brian Mitchell Charitable Settlement
The Cheruby Trust
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The Christopher David Horton Charitable Trust
The Forest Hill Charitable Trust
The Fulmer Charitable Trust
The Gould Charitable Trust
The Hasluck Charitable Trust
The Michael and Anna Wix Charitable Trust
The Paget Charitable Trust
The Rainford Trust
The Rogers Stirk Harbour And Partners Charitable Foundation
The Seedling Foundation
The Serve All Trust
The Stephen Clark 1957 Charitable Trust
The Swire Charitable Trust
Please note: some Trusts and Foundations prefer to remain anonymous and have not been listed.
Events and challenges: In 2014 we marked
our 25th Anniversary year with a celebratory
auction, raising £11,566 and attended by
over 90 supporters. Not only was the event a
great way to commemorate our work,
supporters and achievements over the last
25 years, it was also an invaluable
reconnecting with supporters and raising
awareness of ChildHope. We hope to build
on its success and further develop our
relationship with supporters in 2015 by
hosting a series of anniversary events.
Supporters at this event were too numerous to mention here but we’d like to thank everyone who
contributed!
August 2014 saw the return of the ChildHope 10k Race in Regent’s Park. Hundreds of runners took
part despite torrential rain and the event raised £4,740. We would like to thank Nice Work and
Wonderberry for continuing to support ChildHope, running the logistics and providing promotional
support. We would also like to thank the fundraisers that went above and beyond raising sponsorship
for their run including ChildHope Trustee Gretchen Shoring.
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In May, for the third year, we invited
our supporters to take on the Live
Below the Line challenge and spend
just £1 a day on food and drink for
five days – and take up the challenge
they did! We had over 60 people
across the country living below the
line and getting a glimpse of the
reality of life on £1 a day and raising
money for ChildHope with over
£7,000 raised. We were also
supported by Lauren Denyer who not
only lived below the line but also put
on a Come Dine Below The Line event.
She raised £1,137 - thank you Lauren.
We love it when people hold events for us!
In 2014 a number of generous ChildHope supporters kindly held events and took on challenges to raise
money for ChildHope. This included the EMG (‘Everything Must Go’) initiative led by designer Alex
Noble, who supported ChildHope through a pop-up clothing shop to support our work in Bangladesh,
selling beautiful designer t-shirts with all proceeds going to ChildHope!
ChildHope was chosen as charity of the year by St. Saviour’s Catholic Primary School and as the Lenten
charity for St Joseph’s Catholic Primary School.
We were delighted to have the continuing support from music events company, Sound:Check. Led by
two ChildHope supporters, Stac Dowesdell and Marie-Claire Denyer, Sound:Check supported
ChildHope through a beautiful music event and with festive carol singing at Clapham South tube
station. We are pleased to have Sound:Check’s ongoing support and happy that this will continue in
2015 with another music event to be held in April.
We would like to thank all of our generous supporters who took on sporting challenges in 2014
including Beverley Gibson who ran the London Marathon and Jasmine Sng who ran the Paris
Marathon. We would also like to thank Beth Needham who took on the Great North Swim and Dr
Deepshikha Thakur who ran the Watford 10k. In 2014 we also received generous support from
Birmingham City University RAG where supporters skydived, lived below the line and held collections
raising £2,120 for ChildHope.
Our total events income for 2014 was £29,772.
Patrons: We received some fantastic support from our patrons in 2014. Sandra Scott, a supporter for
many years, spoke passionately about the work of ChildHope at an event in March, where we were
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also honoured to have Anannia Admassu, Managing Director of partner Chadet, as our special guest,
who told us about the work in Ethiopia. Trevor Eve kindly hosted our auction event in November,
sourced a number of auction lots and did the voice-over for our 25th anniversary film! Timothy Spall
and Juliet Stevenson both donated original art as lots for the auction, helping us to raise vital funds.
We greatly appreciate the support that our patrons give to ChildHope and look forward to working
with them further in 2015.
Corporate Support: As mentioned earlier, we were delighted to be one of ICAP’s chosen charities,
which really helped to boost the work of partner Pendekezo Letu in Kenya during 2014. Morrison &
Foerster also continued to support partner Grambangla in Bangladesh during 2014. Wonderberry
supported us in a multitude of ways – including subsidised communications services, team
participation in events, a fantastic ping-pong fundraising evening, direct donations and linking us to
donors, supporters and potential partners. Capital Group have been a long standing supporter of
ChildHope, and ChildHope was delighted to receive a fantastic £10,000 donation towards our general
funds in 2014. As a committed supporter, Capital recognises the importance of giving unrestricted
funds, allowing ChildHope to be flexible and innovative with funds and undertake projects that best
meet the needs of the children. We were also selected by Global financial services advisor, Markit, as
one of their chosen charities, and their ‘dress down Fridays’ raised an amazing £9,406.18 for
ChildHope. Unrestricted corporate donations amounted to £22,256 in 2014. Building on this is a
priority for 2015.
We would like to make a special mention to the Rosetta Foundation, who have provided free
translations into Spanish and Portuguese in relation to a number of important documents.
Online and digital: 2014 saw ChildHope grow its online and digital reach further. We once again saw
a large number of donations through Ebay’s give at the checkout, which raised £12,681 and we also
received support through Everyclick’s Give As You Live. Digital and community fundraising raised
£18,988 in 2014, a significant increase on 2013.
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Financial position
ChildHope continues to maintain a sound financial position. In 2014 our income was £2,400,977 while
our expenditure was £2,380,094. During 2014 £2,095,880 (88%) was distributed to local partner
organisations or spent on capacity development and £284,214 (or 12%) was used on fundraising,
administration and governance. General reserves of £147,520 were carried forward on 31 December
2014.
Reserves policy
The Trustees’ reserves policy ensures that ChildHope maintains sufficient general fund reserves to be
able to continue in “normal” existence for three months followed by an “orderly” curtailment of
activities over the following three months if necessary. The policy is reviewed annually. The Trustees
aim to hold, therefore, between four and six months of budgeted general funds, as unrestricted funds,
to reflect this. The level of reserves required in the general fund is reviewed with the budget every six
months. As at 31 December 2014 the desired reserve level within the general fund was £125,809. As
at 31 December 2014 the level of reserves was £148k (December 2013: £127k).
Investment policy
ChildHope holds the restricted funds it receives until these are ultimately distributed to the projects
supported by the organisation. To minimise risk, funds are invested primarily in interest bearing
deposit accounts with reputable UK banks and institutions. To the extent donations are received other
than in cash, these are generally sold and converted into cash, which is placed on deposit as stated
above.
Structure, governance and management
A team of thirteen manage ChildHope’s resources, office and partnerships, including an Executive
Director and a team of three senior managers. The identity and experience of our staff is diverse: 77%
female and 23% male; 54% Black or Asian and 46% White. Staff and volunteers have origins in Britain,
India, Italy, Jamaica, Peru, Uganda, Eritrea and Ghana. Between us we speak Amharic, Bengali, English,
Italian, Hindi, Luganda, Portuguese, Spanish, Swahili, Sierra Leonean Krio and Telegu.
In 2014 significant assistance was received from five regular volunteers and interns. The volunteers
bring highly valued skills and come from varied backgrounds. In 2014 they worked a total of 120 days,
providing the equivalent of 0.5 full time posts. The range of work carried out includes





Researching and analysing the forthcoming sustainable development goals (SDGs)
Researching the potential impact of a change of political leadership in the UK after the May
2015 General Election
Researching potential donors, including potential corporate connections
Developing overview country profiles of each of our countries of operation
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Researching juvenile justice and children in adult prisons in the UK to enable comparison with
the Indian system
Co-ordinating and supporting community fundraising initiatives
Providing technical support to our on-line platforms
Submitting applications to trusts and foundations
Writing articles to raise awareness of ChildHope’s work
Assisting with programmes and fundraising administration
Editing reports and translating materials
Supporting the development of our social media presence
Mapping ChildHope’s potential ‘competitors and collaborators’

As well as gaining a lot from their input, ChildHope aims to give our volunteers and interns
opportunities that will enhance their skills and expertise, contributing to their future plans and
careers.
ChildHope operates under the guidance of a Board of Trustees. Matters of strategy, policy, programme
and budgetary planning and monitoring reports are presented for deliberation and either approval or
modification by the Board of Trustees on a regular basis. The respective roles of Trustees and the staff
are outlined in ChildHope’s governance documents including the “Ensuring good governance in the
work of ChildHope” and a range of policies defining powers, roles and conduct (copies of these are
available from our office on request).
One person in the organisation, the Executive Director, receives a salary exceeding £50,000. The
Executive Director’s salary in 2014 was £52,531.
During 2014 ChildHope volunteered to take part in a transparency review as one of 49 pilot
organisations whose websites were analysed by Bond and NIDOS to assess levels of transparency and
accountability. Four areas were considered – transparency policy, organisational information,
governance and finance and activities and results. ChildHope achieved 18th place out of the total 49
organisations, and 5th place out of the 14 organisations in our group. Moreover, the review offered
us a number of important recommendations that we will implement in the coming year in order to
improve our website transparency.
Trustees
The Trustees have referred to the guidance contained in the Charity Commission’s general guidance
on public benefit when reviewing the charity’s aims and objectives and in planning its future activities.
In particular, the Trustees consider how planned activities will contribute to the aims and objectives
that have been set.
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The Trustees, who constitute directors of the charity for Companies Act purposes, at April 2014, are:
Graham Bennett, Caroline Stakim, Helen Turnbull, Gretchen Shoring, Rohan Sivanandan, Charlie
Middleton, Paul Marvell, Nick Toko, Philippa Hurst (Storey), David Harding and Harriet Garland.
Three regularly sit on one formal Committee – the Audit and Resources Committee – the Chair, the
Treasurer plus one Trustee – while four sit on the advisory Programme Sub-Committee and three on
the Fundraising Sub-Committee. Attendance of Trustees at formal meetings during 2014 was as
follows:
TRUSTEE
BOARD MEETINGS (INCLUDING AWAY SUB-COMMITTEE MEETINGS
DAY)
GRAHAM BENNETT
4
2
DAVID HARDING

2

2

CHARLIE MIDDLETON

4

1

DAN TAYLOR

3

1

PAUL MARVELL (CHAIR)

5

6

(STOREY) 5

6

4

1

GRETCHEN SHORING

4

3

HARRIET GARLAND

4

3

CAROLINE STAKIM

4

4

NICK TOKO

1

0

HELEN TURNBULL (ON SABBATICAL 1
UNTIL NOVEMBER)

1

PHILIPPA
HURST
(TREASURER)
ROHAN SIVANANDAN

Trustees also hosted or attended fundraising meetings with donors and ad hoc discussions with staff.
Method of appointment or election of Chair and Trustees
A selection committee of Trustees is appointed. Existing Trustees may express an interest in the role
and, if they do, the Board may decide to make an appointment from within the existing Board
membership. Other individuals may be identified, recommended and headhunted. Where this is
unsuccessful, the post is advertised. A job description is drawn up to supplement the Trustee Code of
Conduct. Interested parties meet the Executive Director (ED) who explains the work of ChildHope and
the duties and responsibilities of the Chair. A panel, chaired by the head of the selection committee,
then interviews candidates, with the ED sitting as an observer.
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Vacancies are advertised when gaps have been identified. In addition, nominations may be made by
staff, other Trustees (including the Chair), other NGOs, or may be self-referring. The would-be Trustee
receives an information pack and submits an application. If they meet the criteria for new Trustees,
they visit ChildHope and meet the ED and the Chair of Trustees, or another Trustee. If confirmed as
suitable, then the Chair or one Trustee proposes the applicant for election at a meeting of the Board
of Trustees, giving fourteen days’ notice to all Trustees. If elected, the person is entered as a member
of the Company on the Register.
During 2014 skills and experience gaps in the Board were identified and two new Trustees were
appointed: Caroline Stakim is an employment lawyer at Morrison & Foerster and Nicholas (Nick) Toko
is an HR Management Consultant.
During 2015 we will be conducting a skills gaps analysis that will take place during the Trustees Away
Day at the end of March, after which we will pursue recruitment of new Trustees as deemed
necessary.
The ED and Chair ensure that each new Trustee is trained in child protection and given an induction
into the various activities of the charity. Appropriate training in governance, child protection and
finance is offered to Trustees regularly. They review their performance annually at a Board away-day.
Risks
Risks are assessed alongside the development of plans and strategy. A risk assessment is conducted
monthly as part of our on-going review and planning by the Senior Management Team and
responsibility for risk is allocated and regularly monitored. The Audit and Resources Committee
formally reviews the Risk Register once a year. Risks are reviewed against both their likelihood of
occurrence and the severity of their impact.
The greatest potential risk to ChildHope in the short-term is a fall in funding, either in one of the
unrestricted sources of support or in grants from one of our large institutional donors. ChildHope
continues to identify and apply to a wider range of institutional donors for funding as well as looking
for new sources of unrestricted funding. A funding strategy, spanning both restricted and unrestricted
funding sources, was finalised during 2012, giving a clear framework for addressing our funding
requirements. This will be reviewed in line with our Strategic Review in 2015.
TRUSTEES’ STATEMENT OF DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION TO AUDITORS
The Trustees confirm that, for all Trustees in office at the date of this report:


So far as each Trustee is aware, there is no relevant audit information of which the company’s
auditors are unaware. For this purpose, “relevant audit information” comprises the
information needed by the company’s auditors in connection with preparing their report;
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Each Trustee has taken steps (such as making enquiries of other Trustees and the auditors and
any other steps required by the Trustee’s duty to exercise due care, skill and diligence) that
he or she ought to have taken in his or her duty as a Trustee in order to make himself or herself
aware of any relevant audit information and to establish that the company’s auditors are
aware of that information.

Members of the charity guarantee to contribute an amount not exceeding £1 to the assets of the
charity in the event of winding up. The total number of such guarantees 31 December 2014 was 12
(2013 – 10). The Trustees are members of the charity but this entitles them only to voting rights. The
Trustees have no beneficial interest in the charity.
AUDITORS
As part of their corporate governance procedures and in line with best practice, the Board of Trustees
carried out an audit tender exercise in 2006, subsequently appointing Sayer Vincent as its auditors.
Their service was reviewed in 2014 by the Audit and Resources Committee and they were reappointed
by the Board on the recommendation of the Audit and Resources Committee.
PREPARATION OF THE REPORT
In preparing this report, the Board of Trustees has taken advantage of the small companies
exemptions provided by section 415A of the Companies Act 2006.
This report was approved by order of the Board of Trustees on
their behalf by:

……………………………………………………….
Paul Marvell
Chair
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
TO THE MEMBERS OF CHILDHOPE (UK)
We have audited the financial statements of ChildHope (UK) for the year ended 31 December 2014
which comprise the statement of financial activities, balance sheet and the related notes. The financial
reporting framework that has been applied in their preparation is applicable law and United Kingdom
Accounting Standards (United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice).
This report is made solely to the charitable company's members, as a body, in accordance with Chapter
3 of Part 16 of the Companies Act 2006. Our audit work has been undertaken so that we might state
to the charitable company's members those matters we are required to state to them in an auditors'
report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent permitted by law, we do not accept or assume
responsibility to anyone other than the charitable company and the charitable company's members,
as a body, for our audit work, for this report, or for the opinions we have formed.

Respective responsibilities of trustees and auditor
As explained more fully in the Trustees’ Responsibilities Statement set out in the report of the trustees,
the trustees (who are also the directors of the charitable company for the purposes of company law)
are responsible for the preparation of the financial statements and for being satisfied that they give a
true and fair view. Our responsibility is to audit and express an opinion on the financial statements in
accordance with applicable law and International Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland). Those
standards require us to comply with the Auditing Practices Board’s Ethical Standards for Auditors.

Scope of the audit of the financial statements
An audit involves obtaining evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements
sufficient to give reasonable assurance that the financial statements are free from material
misstatement, whether caused by fraud or error. This includes an assessment of: whether the
accounting policies are appropriate to the charitable company’s circumstances and have been
consistently applied and adequately disclosed; the reasonableness of significant accounting estimates
made by the trustees; and the overall presentation of the financial statements. In addition, we read
all the financial and non-financial information in the report of the trustees to identify material
inconsistencies with the audited financial statements and to identify any information that is
apparently materially incorrect based on, or materially inconsistent with, the knowledge acquired by
us in the course of performing the audit. If we become aware of any apparent material misstatements
or inconsistencies we consider the implications for our report.

Opinion on financial statements
In our opinion the financial statements:
 give a true and fair view of the state of the charitable company’s affairs as at 31 December
2014 and of its incoming resources and application of resources, including its income and
expenditure, for the year then ended;
 have been properly prepared in accordance with United Kingdom Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice; and
 have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Companies Act 2006.
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Opinion on other matter prescribed by the Companies Act 2006
In our opinion the information given in the Trustees’ Annual Report for the financial year for which
the financial statements are prepared is consistent with the financial statements.

Matters on which we are required to report by exception
We have nothing to report in respect of the following matters where the Companies Act 2006 requires
us to report to you if, in our opinion:
 adequate accounting records have not been kept or returns adequate for our audit have not
been received from branches not visited by us; or
 the financial statements are not in agreement with the accounting records and returns; or
 certain disclosures of trustees’ remuneration specified by law are not made; or
 we have not received all the information and explanations we require for our audit.
 the trustees were not entitled to prepare the financial statements in accordance with the
small companies’ regime and take advantage of the small companies’ exemption in preparing
the report of the trustees and take advantage of the small companies’ exemption from the
requirement to prepare a strategic report.

Jonathan Orchard (Senior statutory auditor)
14 April 2015
for and on behalf of Sayer Vincent LLP, Statutory Auditors
8 Angel Gate, City Road, LONDON EC1V 2SJ
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Note
Incoming resources
Incoming resources from generated funds
Voluntary income
2
Investment income
Incoming resources from charitable activities
Workshops and consultancy
Management of projects
Total incoming resources

2014

2013

Restricted
£

Unrestricted
£

Total
£

Total
£

1,738,602
-

274,507
2,275

2,013,109
2,275

2,755,952
6,616

384,717

875
-

875
384,717

898
290,332

2,123,319

277,657

2,400,976

3,053,798

Resources expended
3
Costs of generating funds:
Costs of generating voluntary income
Charitable activities
Reducing and preventing violence against
children
Capacity development
Governance

-

205,103

205,103

167,916

1,544,603
578,716
-

26,760
24,911

1,544,603
605,476
24,911

2,319,520
580,924
25,009

Total resources expended

2,123,319

256,774

2,380,093

3,093,369

-

20,883

20,883

(39,571)

Reconciliation of funds
Total funds brought forward

-

126,637

126,637

166,208

Total funds carried forward

-

147,520

147,520

126,637

Net outgoing resources

4

All of the above results are derived from continuing activities. There were no other recognised gains or losses other than
those stated above. Movements in funds are disclosed in Note 13 to the financial statements.
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Note
Fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets

£

7

Current assets
Debtors
Short term bank deposits
Cash at bank and in hand

8

Liabilities
Creditors: amounts due within one year

9

10

Funds
Restricted funds
Unrestricted funds
General funds

13
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£

3,684

3,547

1,090,440

1,519,778

946,604

1,396,396

and signed on their behalf by

Paul Marvell
Chair

£

18,310
103,879
1,397,589

Total charity funds

Approved by the Trustees on

2013

10,723
104,271
975,446

Net current assets
Net assets

2014

143,836

123,382

147,520

126,637

-

-

147,520

126,637

147,520

126,637

ChildHope (UK)
Notes to the financial statements
For the year ended 31 December 2014
1.

Accounting policies
a) The financial statements have been prepared under the historical cost convention and in accordance
with applicable accounting standards and the Companies Act 2006. They follow the recommendations in
the Statement of Recommended Practice, Accounting and Reporting by Charities (issued in March
2005).
b) Voluntary income is received by way of donations and gifts and is included in full in the statement of
financial activities when receivable. Income for provision of services is recognised in the financial
statements as entitlement is achieved through performance of the service.
Where unconditional entitlement to grants receivable is dependent upon fulfilment of conditions within
the charity's control, the incoming resources are recognised when there is sufficient evidence that
conditions will be met. Where there is uncertainty as to whether the charity can meet such conditions
the incoming resource is deferred.
c) The value of services in kind included in the statement of financial activities is estimated to be the price
that the charity would have to pay in the open market for an equivalent item.
d) Restricted funds are to be used for specific purposes as laid down by the donor. Expenditure which
meets these criteria is charged to the fund.
e) Unrestricted funds are donations and other incoming resources received or generated for the charitable
purposes.
f) Designated funds are unrestricted funds earmarked by the Trustees for particular purposes.
g) Costs of generating funds relate to the costs incurred by the charitable company in persuading third
parties to make voluntary contributions to it, as well as the cost of any activities with a fundraising
purpose. Fundraising costs incurred that relate to fundraising for specific activity headings stated on the
statement of financial activity are allocated to that heading.
Where such information about the aims, objectives and projects of the charity is also provided to
potential donors, activity costs are apportioned between fundraising and charitable activities on the
basis of area of literature occupied by each activity.
h) Distributions to partner organisations are recognised when there is a legal or constructive obligation
committing the charity to the expenditure. A constructive obligation arises where events have created a
valid expectation in other parties that the charity will discharge its obligations.
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1.

Accounting policies (continued)
i) Resources expended are recognised in the period in which they are incurred. Resources expended
include attributable VAT which cannot be recovered.
Resources expended are allocated to the particular activity where the cost relates directly to that
activity. However, the cost of overall direction and administration of each activity, comprising the salary
and overhead costs of the central function, is apportioned on the following basis which are an estimate,
based on staff and volunteer time, of the amount attributable to each activity.
Capacity building and support
Cost of generating funds
Support costs
Governance costs

69%
22%
7%
2%

Support costs are re-allocated to each of the activities on the following basis which is an estimate, based
on staff and volunteer time, of the amount attributable to each activity:
Capacity building and support
74%
Cost of generating funds
24%
Governance costs
2%
Governance costs are the costs associated with the governance arrangements of the charity. These
costs are associated with constitutional and statutory requirements and include any costs associated
with the strategic management of the charity’s activities.
j) Monetary assets and liabilities in foreign currencies are translated into sterling at the rates of exchange
ruling at the balance sheet date. Transactions in foreign currencies are translated into sterling at the
rate of exchange at the time of the transaction. Exchange differences are taken into account in arriving
at the net incoming resources for the year.
k) Rentals payable under operating leases, where substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership
remain with the lessor, are charged to the Statement of Financial Activities on a straight line basis over
the minimum lease term.
l) Depreciation is provided at rates calculated to write down the cost of each asset to its estimated
residual value over its expected useful life. The depreciation rates in use are as follows:
Computer and office equipment

20% to 33% per annum

Items of equipment are capitalised where the purchase price exceeds £100. Depreciation costs are
allocated to activities on the basis of the use of the related assets in those activities. Assets are reviewed
for impairment if circumstances indicate their carrying value may exceed their net realisable value and
value in use.
m) The charitable company makes contributions on behalf of its UK employees into their personal pension
funds. The amounts charged in the Statement of Financial Activities represent the contributions payable
to the funds in respect of the accounting period. Outstanding pension contributions at the year end are
included in creditors. The charitable company has no liability other than to pay contributions into the
scheme.
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2.

Voluntary income
Restricted
£

Unrestricted
£

2014
Total
£

2013
Total
£

Grants received Africa
Grants received Asia
Grants received South America
Trusts, foundations, corporate donations
Regular giving
Events, appeals, one-off donations
Services in kind

1,247,715
311,752
179,135
-

64,748
88,499
68,233
53,027

1,247,715
311,752
179,135
64,748
88,499
68,233
53,027

988,861
1,202,157
324,501
50,031
106,182
68,439
15,781

Total

1,738,602

274,507

2,013,109

2,755,952
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3. Total resources expended
Reducing and
Cost of preventing violence
generating
against children
funds

Staff costs (Note 5)
Other staff costs
Distributions to partners Africa
Distributions to partners Asia
Distributions to partners South America
Other programme costs general
Other programme costs Africa
Other programme costs Asia
Other programme costs South America
Fundraising costs
Office & premises costs
Audit & accountancy
Travel & subsistence
Trustees' costs
Trustees' reimbursed expenses
Total resources expended
Support costs
Total resources expended after
allocating support costs

Capacity
development

Governance
costs

Support costs

2014 Total

2013 Total

£

£

£

£

£

£

£

83,204
6,725
38,680
61,310
30
-

1,117,615
265,981
161,007
-

297,582
56
3,998
130,100
45,771
18,128
55,642
-

12,153
2,272
8,220
53
-

51,118
3,616
16,832
-

444,057
10,397
1,117,615
265,981
161,007
3,998
130,100
45,771
18,128
38,680
136,056
8,220
30
53
-

419,524
7,538
837,468
1,168,661
313,391
10,435
151,393
33,496
11,110
45,929
85,811
8,220
30
100
263

189,949
15,154

205,103

1,544,603
-

1,544,603
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551,277

22,698

71,566

2,380,093

3,093,369

54,199

2,213

(71,566)

-

-

605,476

24,911

2,380,093

3,093,369

-

ChildHope (UK)
Notes to the financial statements
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4.

Net outgoing resources
This is stated after charging / (crediting):

Depreciation
Operating lease rentals:
 Land & buildings
 Equipment
Auditors' remuneration:
 Audit
Trustees' expenses

2014
£

2013
£

1,335

1,499

49,648
6,381

46,755
7,348

8,220
53

6,850
263

Trustees' expenses represents the travel and subsistence costs to 1 (2013:1) member relating to
attendance at meetings of the Trustees

5.

Staff costs and numbers
Staff costs were as follows:

Staff costs
Salaries and wages
Social security costs
Pension contributions

2014
£

2013
£

397,245
38,374
8,438

372,666
37,627
9,232

444,057

419,525

No employee earned more than £60,000 during the year (2013: 0).
The average weekly number of employees (full-time equivalent) during the year was as follows:

Number of employees
Fundraising and publicity
Capacity building and support
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2014
No.

2013
No.

2
10

3
8

12

11
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6.

Taxation
The charitable company is exempt from corporation tax as all its income is charitable and is applied for
charitable purposes.

7.

Tangible fixed assets
Computer and
office
equipment
£

8.

Cost
At the start of the year
Additions in year
Disposals in year

22,004
2,528
(1,056)

At the end of the year

23,476

Depreciation
At the start of the year
Charge for the year
Disposals in year

18,457
1,335
-

At the end of the year

19,792

Net book value
At the end of the year

3,684

At the start of the year

3,547

Debtors

Grants
Other debtors
Prepayments and accrued income

9.

2014
£

2013
£

3,966
6,757

11,583
6,727

10,723

18,310

2014
£

2013
£

13,090
17,626
915,888

9,308
21,969
1,365,119

946,604

1,396,396

Creditors: amounts due within one year

Other creditors
Accruals
Project accruals and deferred income
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10. Analysis of net assets between funds
Restricted
funds
£

Unrestricted
funds
£

Total funds
£

Tangible fixed assets
Current assets
Current liabilities

-

3,684
1,090,440
(946,604)

3,684
1,090,440
(946,604)

Net assets at the end of the year

-

147,520

147,520

11. Operating lease commitments
The charity had contractual minimum commitments at the year end under operating leases expiring as
follows:

Less than 1 year
2 - 5 Years

Land & buildings
2014
2013
£
£

Equipment
2014
£

2013
£

23,648
-

23,377
-

2,952
-

5,819
-

23,648

23,377

2,952

5,819

12. Related party transactions
There were no related party transactions during 2014 (2013: none).
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13. Movement in funds
At the start
of the year
£

Incoming
resources
£

Outgoing
resources
£

At the end of
the year
£

a

-

49,255

(49,255)

-

CHADET strengthened to respond to the needs and rights of street and
at risk children

b

-

72,697

(72,697)

-

Ethiopia

Girls Education Challenge Fund - supporting 14,503 girls to enrol, stay
and thrive in schools

c

-

511,642

(511,642)

-

Bakau and
country-wide

The Gambia

Improving access to effective education for former child beggars

d

-

5,102

(5,102)

-

Makeni & Bo

Sierra Leone

e

-

26,359

(26,359)

-

Makeni & Bo

Sierra Leone

Reintegration, education and support for marginalised street girls and
boys
Supporting schools clubs

f

-

-

-

-

Moshi & Arusha

Tanzania

Working with street-connected boys and girls

g

-

84,537

(84,537)

-

Pendekezo Letu

Nairobi

Kenya

h

-

271,010

(271,010)

-

URHB

i

-

126,237

(126,237)

-

Street Child Sierra Leone (ScoSL)

Busia/MalabaUganda
Kampala
highway route
Country wide-in 5 towns
Sierra Leone

Reintegration, education and support for marginalised street girls and
boys
Working with commercially sexually exploited girls to improve
education and life chances
Ebola Response-Emergency funds

j

-

23,114

(23,114)

-

Future Focus Foundation

Kenema

Securing the education and protection of children and their
sustainability through livelihood support for their families.

k

-

77,761

(77,761)

-

Overseas Partner Agency

City

Country

Main activities

Apac, Arua,
Kitgum, Mukono
& Rakai

Uganda

Reducing violence in schools

Organisation for Child
Development and Transformation
(CHADET)
Organisation for Child
Development and Transformation
(CHADET)
Child Protection Agency (CPA) and
Institute for Social Reform and
Action (ISRA)
Help a Needy Child International
(HANCI)
Help a Needy Child International
(HANCI)
Mkombozi

Addis

Ethiopia

Addis

Africa
ANPPCAN

Sierra Leone

Note
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13. Movement in funds (continued)
At the start
of the year
£

Incoming
resources
£

Outgoing
resources
£

At the end of
the year
£

l
m
n
o

-

9,381
32,774
164,951
54,745

(9,381)
(32,774)
(164,951)
(54,745)

-

Working with children and parents on the Matuail dumpsite
Community based informal education centre for vulnerable children

p
q

-

4,187
45,203

(4,187)
(45,203)

-

Bangladesh

Funding of partners' organisational development

r

-

511

(511)

-

Cusco

Peru

Educational support, life skills and training

s

-

17,175

(17,175)

-

AmhCaPS

Lima, Cusco & St
Martin

Peru

Eradicating the worst forms of hazardous child labour

t

-

9,344

(9,344)

-

Amhauta
Projeto Legal and Promundo

Cusco
Rio de Janeiro

Peru
Brazil

Quality & Equality in Education Project
Mobilising excluded children and youth and strengthening networks to
challenge sexual exploitation in Brazil

u
v

-

11,760
85,083

(11,760)
(85,083)

-

Promundo

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

Reducing vulnerability and gender inequities to increase opportunities
of AYP living in favelas through sport.

w

-

-

-

-

Promundo

Rio de Janeiro

Brazil

Practicing Sport

x

-

55,773

(55,773)

-

-

1,738,602

(1,738,602)

-

General funds

126,637

277,657

(256,774)

147,520

Unrestricted funds

126,637

277,657

(256,774)

147,520

Total funds

126,637

2,016,259

(1,995,376)

147,520

Overseas Partner Agency
South Asia
Butterflies
Butterflies
Children in Need Institute (CINI)
The Concerned for Working
Children (CWC)
Gram Bangla
Nagorik Uddyog
Gram Bangla & Nari Maitree

South America
AMHAUTA

City

Country

Main activities

Delhi
Delhi
Kolkata
Karnataka

India
India
India
India

Children's Development Bank
Investment Grant
Mothers and babies pre and post natal care and nutrition
Improving the lives of street children in Karnataka

Dhaka
Dhaka

Bangladesh
Bangladesh

Dhaka

Total restricted funds
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13. Movement in funds (continued)
Notes
The project with our partners ANPPCAN is funded by DFID .
a
DFID records this scheme on a cash accounting basis.
In 2014, the project closed on 30th June 2014 with a closing balance of zero and all funds being expended
The project with our partner CHADET is funded by Comic Relief, received £93,025 ans expended £82,697.49, with a closing balance of £17,683.61
b
The project with our partner CHADET is funded by DFID.
c
DFID records this scheme on a cash accounting basis.
In 2014, on this basis, the project opened with £130,115.47, received £878,635.00, expended £654,006.55 and closed with £ 290,183.92.
The project with our partners CPA & ISRA is funded by JOAC and project ended in 2014.
d
e
The project with our partner HANCI is funded by Comic Relief.
f
The project with our partner HANCI is funded by a Charitable Foundation which prefers to remain anonymous.
g
The project with our partner Mkombozi is funded by Comic Relief.
h
The project with our partner Pendekezo Letu is funded by JOAC, ICAP and Comic Relief.
i
The project with our partner URHB is funded by BLF.
BLF records this scheme on a cash accounting basis.
In 2014, on this basis, the project opened with £4,419 received £154,116.75, expended £146,751.05 and closed with £9,108.70.
j
The project is with our partners Street Child of Sierra Leone for emergency Ebola response, funded by Comic Relief.
The project is with our partners Future Focus Foundation is funded by JOAC.
k
The project with our partner Butterflies is funded by Comic Relief.
l
m The project with our partner Butterflies is funded by Comic Relief.
n
The project with our partner CINI ASHA is funded by DFID.
DFID records this scheme on a cash accounting basis.
In 2014, on this basis, the project opened with £3,905.18, received £181,456, expended £182,312.91, and closed with £3,048.27.
o
The project with our partner CWC is funded by Trust which prefers to remain anonymous.
p
The project with our partner Gram Bangla is funded by Morrison Foerster .
q
The project with our partner Nagorik is funded by TRAID.
r
The project with our partners Gram Bangla & Nari Maitree is funded by Comic Relief and closed in 2014 with a zero balance.
The project with our partners AMHAUTA is funded by a Charitable Foundation which prefers to remain anonymous.
s
The project with our partner AmhCaPS is funded by Comic Relief and received £500 from the Rhododendron Trust.
t
u
The project with our partner Amhauta is funded by BLF as a stage 2 development grant .
v
The project with our partners Projeto Legal and Promundo is funded by DFID.
DFID records this scheme on a cash accounting basis.
In 2014, on this basis, the project opened with £1,850, received £97,845 expended £99,535.75 and closed with £159.
w The project with our partner Promundo is funded by Comic Relief.

14. Contingent liability
Since year end and following an audit of one of our partners, we have identified a possible disallowable expenditure of up to £19,000 on one of our programmes. We are working with the partner and the donor to finalise our
investigation and hope to be able to recover some or all of the amount from the partner. At the date of signing this report ChildHope is unable to quantify with any certainty any liability to repay any of these funds to the original
donor and has therefore not recorded a provision.
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